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Echelon
Christmas
Christmas at Echelon brought an air 
of festive cheer and warmth, as our 
residents immersed themselves in the 
holiday spirit with an array of delight-
ful activities. The halls were alive with 
laughter and joy, as everyone donned 
fun, colorful hats, bringing a playful 
and merry vibe to our celebration. The 
day was made even more special with 
the exchange of heartfelt Christmas 
cards, each one a token of affection 
and friendship within our close-knit 
community. The sight of residents, 
staff, and visitors sharing these mo-
ments of happiness truly embodied 
the essence of the holiday season.

This simple yet thoughtful gathering 
not only satisfied their taste buds but 
also filled their hearts with the joy 
and warmth that define the Christ-
mas season. It was these moments, 
surrounded by friends and care, that 
made the holiday truly memorable for 
everyone at Echelon.
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PCA Triple
Advisory 
Meeting
On December 7th, we had the 
privilege of attending the PCA 
Triple Advisory meeting, an event 
that showcased the vibrant dy-
namism and collaborative spirit 
of our community. It was a day 
marked by meaningful interac-
tions and networking with various 
Asian Advisory Committees.

Each discussion and shared idea was a testament to the strength and unity 
within our community, something that continually inspires us at Echelon.

The meeting was an incredible opportunity to connect with fellow members, 
exchange insights, and discuss new strategies for community en-gagement 
and development. Witnessing the diverse representation and the collective 
commitment to bettering our community was truly heartening. 
It reinforced the importance of coming together, sharing experiences, and 
learning from one another.

This gathering wasn’t just about making connections; it was about building 
lasting relationships that will help us grow and evolve as a community. The 
PCA Triple Advisory meeting was a reminder of the power of collaboration 
and the amazing things we can achieve when we work together. We 
returned from the meeting energized and more committed than ever to 
contribute positively to the community we so deeply care about.
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Last night’s PASSi Holiday Party for 
Home Health Aides was a resounding 
success, and it was a pleasure to join 
alongside CEO Ken Yang and board 
member Pearl Lee. This event was a 
beautiful culmination of hard work 
and dedication, especially significant 
as it marked my over 8-year journey 
on the PASSi Board. The evening was 
filled with warmth and the spirit of 
the season, making it a memorable 
gathering for everyone involved.

Attending this event, I was re-
minded of the invaluable contri-
butions of our Chinese and Viet-
namese aides, who play a crucial 
role in the care and support of 
our community. Their unwaver-
ing dedication is the backbone of 
the service we provide, and con-
necting with them personally was 
both an honor and a privilege.

Each conversation held stories of 
compassion and resilience, high-
lighting the impact of our aides 
in the lives of those they care for. 
This event not only celebrated the 
festive season but also reinforced 
the strong bonds within our com-
munity. As we look forward to 
another year of service and com-
mitment, nights like these remind 
us of the passion and purpose that 
drive our work at PASSi.

Holiday Party



A Night
In Tuscany

Our ‘Night in Tuscany’ at Echelon was 
an unforgettable experience, trans-
porting us straight to the heart of Ita-
ly. The evening was brimming with 
delightful Tuscan flavors, each dish 
a masterpiece of culinary art that 
tantalized our taste buds. The air was 
filled with the enchanting sounds of 
captivating music, setting the tone 
for a truly magical experience.

As we mingled and laughed, the 
vibrant atmosphere enveloped us, 
making every moment feel like a 
leisurely stroll through picturesque 
Italian streets. The décor, inspired by 
the rustic charm of Tuscany, added 
an authentic touch that enhanced 
the entire experience. Our senses 
were delighted by the aroma of Ital-
ian cuisine and the melodious tunes 
that resonated in the background.
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At the Echelon Staff Party, we cel-
ebrated the heartbeat of our fa-
cility - our amazing team. It was a 
night where the air buzzed with 
excitement, laughter, and genuine 
appreciation for each other. As we 
gathered together, it wasn’t just a 
celebration; it was a recognition of 
the hard work, dedication, and care 
that each team member brings to 
Echelon every day.

The evening was filled with fun 
activities that had everyone en-
gaged, creating a sense of ca-
maraderie and unity among us. 
The laughter echoed through the 
room, a sound that resonated with 
the joy and satisfaction of being 
part of such an incredible team. 
It was a reminder of the strong 
bonds we’ve formed, not just as 
colleagues, but as a family.

Every smile, every shared joke, 
and every dance move was a tes-
tament to the unforgettable mem-
ories we’re creating together. We 
took a moment to look around and 
truly appreciate the diverse and 
talented individuals who make 
our work so rewarding. It was a 
night to remember, one that rein-
forced our commitment to each 
other and to the exceptional care 
we provide at Echelon.

Staff Party
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9501 State Rd., Philadelphia, PA 19114
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3200 Hudson Ave., Union City, NJ 07087

Thank you for reading our December newsletter!
PLEASE FOLLOW US ONLINE.


